DURABLE. RELIABLE. PROFITABLE.

The Freightliner Business Class® M2 106 truck offers unparalleled features to help beverage distribution businesses increase productivity and profitability. A variety of power train choices deliver the strength to do the job and the fuel efficiency to enhance the bottom line. Also available in 112” BBC and 4x2 or 6x4 tractor options, which fill the need for more power and a higher payload capacity.

Even with so much rugged durability, the M2 doesn’t skimp on driver comfort. A tight turning radius, a quiet, comfortable cab with low step-in height, and class-leading driver ergonomics and visibility add up to a productive day at peak performance.

A SMART CHOICE FOR BEVERAGE DISTRIBUTION.

The Freightliner M2 has the features that get the job done:

- Up to 55-degree wheel cut delivers outstanding maneuverability in tight, urban situations
- Breakaway mirrors and three-piece swept-back bumper reduce replacement costs
- Excellent entry/egress reduces driver fatigue and increases safety
- 2500-square-inch windshield and sloped hood for unsurpassed visibility

Go green while adding green to your bottom line and increase fuel economy with the M2 106 hybrid. Or, consider the cleanest technology available – natural gas – with the M2 112 CNG or LNG tractor.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DROP FRAME BUSINESS CLASS M2 BEVERAGE TRUCKS

These specifications were developed specifically to reduce upfit time and improve quality and durability over the life of the truck:

- RH under step exhaust with vertical tailpipe (016-1C2)
- LH 50-gallon fuel tank with clear back of cab – NEW FOR EPA10 (204-215)
- Clear frame rail; no protrusions outboard of rail (607-001)
- 9/32 x 3-7/16 x 10-1/16 inch steel frame; 80 KSI (546-094)
- Partial L insert for drop frame beverage chassis (547-012)
- Reinforced air lines with 7” extra length (871-022)
- Integral stop/tail/backup with 7” extra length (294-017)
- LH under-cab battery box (282-001)
- Meritor driveline with half-round yokes (386-022)
- Beverage body manufacturer package code: Mickey Body Co. (023-001)
- Beverage body manufacturer package code: Hackney Body Co. (023-002) and (023-003)

FIND A TRUCK FOR YOUR BUSINESS AT FREIGHTLINERTRUCKS.COM

Visit your local Freightliner dealer for complete specifications and options.